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	Workshop Processes, Practices and Materials is an ideal introduction to workshop processes, practices and materials for entry level engineers and workshop technicians.


	With detailed illustrations throughout, and simple, clear language, this is a practical, one book introduction to what can be a very complex subject.


	It has been significantly updated and revised to include new material on adhesives, protective coatings, plastics and current Health and Safety legislation. It covers all the standard topics including safe practices, measuring equipment, hand and machine tools, materials and joining methods, making it an indispensable handbook for use both in class and the workshop.


	Its broad coverage makes it a useful reference book for many different courses worldwide, including BTEC First Engineering and other NVQ Level 2 engineering courses from City and Guilds.

	

	A practical workshop text, with the essential information on workshop practice needed by students new to the field of mechanical engineering

	End of chapter review questions help reinforce chapter content

	Clear, straightforward writing style, with detailed illustrations throughout, to improve accessibility for visual learners
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Wireless IP and Building the Mobile InternetArtech House Publishers, 2002
Wireless IP and Building the Mobile Internet is the first book to take a comprehensive
look at the convergence of wireless and Internet technologies
giving rise to the mobile wireless Internet as we know it. In short, the book
endeavors to provide an overview of all the elements required to understand
and develop the future...
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Mono Kick StartSams Publishing, 2003
Mono is an open-source implementation of the infrastructure upon which Microsoft's .NET Framework is built.  Providing a compatible option with all of the technical features of .NET without the restrictive licensing and prohibitive costs that Microsoft imposes, the Mono project was initiated and co-financed by Ximian Corporation for the development...
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Rails 3 Way, The (2nd Edition) (Addison-Wesley Professional Ruby Series)Addison Wesley, 2010

	The Rails™ 3 Way is a comprehensive resource that digs into the new features in Rails 3 and perhaps more importantly, the rationale behind them.

	—Yehuda Katz, Rails Core

	

	The Bible for Ruby on Rails Application Development 


	 

...
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Scanners for DummiesFor Dummies, 2004
Get tips on installation, image editing, and more!
Create Web graphics, T-shirts, slide shows, and other fun projects     

The easy way to have fun with digital images! With a scanner, you can do all kinds of cool stuff with photos and images. But how do you get the darn thing to work right? Relax! With this friendly guide at your side,...
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Developments in Information & Knowledge Management for Business Applications: Volume 1 (Studies in Systems, Decision and Control, 330)Springer, 2020

	
		This book provides solutions to manage information competently in order to increase its business usage. The information/knowledge business is a highly-dynamic evolving industry, and the novel methodologies and practices for the business information processing, as well as application of mathematical models to the business analytics...
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The Complete Idiot's Guide to Creating an HTML Web PageAlpha, 1999
Updated from the highly successful first edition, this easy-to-use tutorial takes a light-hearted approach to creating and customizing Web pages-with ease. With the upcoming releases of Netscape and Internet Explorer, this book will be a must for new Web users.CD-ROM includes everything you need to create your own Web page: All HTML examples in...
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